We successfully developed a computerized experimental system to simulate the filling insertion systems of air-jet weaving machines. We can measure the air and yarn velocity distributions along the insertion channel to find the optimum conditions for any yarn in air-jet weaving.

EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM DEVELOPED

Figure 1 shows the experimental system developed at Auburn University, Department of Textile Engineering. With the data acquisition with computer interface, this system enables us to obtain data for air and yarn velocity distributions along the reed.

Figure 1 Air-jet filling insertion simulator developed at Auburn University

Air Velocity Measurements
Yarn Velocity Measurements

The following figures show the examples of yarn velocity measurements to investigate the effect of different yarn types or insertion conditions.

Figure 2. Effect of supply pressure on an OE Ne 10 yarn, at 300 rpm
Figure 3. Effect of yarn count at 50 psi, 200 rpm

Figure 4. Effect of hairiness at 60 psi, 300 rpm
Figure 5. Effect of manufacturing method at 50 psi, 300 rpm
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